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• Nowadays, so much data.
• Then, how do we 

decipher/analyze data? 
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The Difficulties :
1. Deciphering / Understanding 

given data.
2. Pre-Processing before

main-analysis, modeling.
3. Verifying the data.

Those are tedious.  But, why?
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The reasons
Though Excel, R, SQL, Python, .. 
are widely used,

1. Many common routines are not implemented
for data-deciphering / pre-processing.

2. So, one needs to combine many functions.
3. Thus, testing/debugging

takes a ridiculously large amount of time L
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Almost no one can make a 
computer program from scratch 
if it combines more than 5 or 6 
components.  

You need 10 or 20 times test  
processes usually! 

Thus, providing useful common 
functions should be developed 
in a bunch!



Thus, I created a hacking toolset:

1. Focusing on 
tabular data (TSV, CSV as well),
with a heading line (optionally).

2. Based on UNIX-philosophy.
3. Covering many functions carefully.
4. Imposing swiftness in many aspects.
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Function Examples
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Coloring ; colorplus

• A CUI named “colorplus” puts color, 
with various options : 
-3 for number legibility, -4 for Asian number system,
-t number for column-wise coloring, 
-s regex for specifying character string to put color,
-b color_name for specifying the color 
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colsummary : grasping what each column is.

1st (white) : column number
2nd (green) : how many distinct values in the column
3rd (blue) : numerical average (optionally can be omitted)

4th (yellow) : column name 
5th (white) : value range   ( min .. max )
6th (gray)        : most frequent values ( quantity can be specified. )
7th (green)      : frequency  ( highest .. lowest, “x” means multiplicity )

When new data come, one should understand them.
Enough information to go on to next step is provided 
by colsummary command.
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“colsummary" command

10

olympic.tsv	:	
The	numbers	of	
medals	Japan	got	in	
the	past	Olympic	
Games	(1912-2016).

The	biggest	hurdle	at	data	deciphering	quickly	goes	
away	by	colsummary command.
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“colsummary" command
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number	of	
different	values

Value
range

Numeric
average

Frequent
values

olympic.tsv :	
The	numbers	of	
medals	Japan	got	in	
the	past	Olympic	
Games	(1912-2016).

The	biggest	hurdle	at	data	deciphering	quickly	goes	
away	by	colsummary command.
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Column	
name

Frequencies	
highest	..	lowest
(with	multiplicity)



crosstable : 2-way contingency tables

• Almost impossible by a SQL query. 
• Excel-pivot-table is an cumbersome alternative.
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crosstable 2-way contingency table
Provides	the	
cross-table	from	2	
columned	table

Add	blue	
color	on	“0”	

Extract	3rd and	4th
columns

One may draw many cross-tables from a tabular data. 
The crosstable commands provides cross-tables very quickly.
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freq : How frequent each string appears? 

Functionally equivalent to Unix/Linux  “ sort | uniq -c ” .
Much more speedy in computation. 
Note that many useful sub-functions are implemented on “freq”. 
So you can easily analyze in many ways related to counting numbers.
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“HTTP	status	code”



freq :  with options

For freq,
-f for sorting in frequency number,
-r for reversing the order, 
-% for showing the ratio among the whole,
-s for cumulative counting,
-= for recognizing the heading line (appeared in the previous page.)
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• Knowing the cardinalities 
helps your data analysis task well. J

• Thus, determine them before 
your main analysis work.
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You	can	easily	refocus	your	data	
analysis	task not	by	the	file	names	
but	by	the		numbers, after	breaks.
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This	is	for	a	technique	for	
data	analysis	people.	The	
file	sizes,	the	line	numbers,	
column	numbers	carry	you	
much	imagination,	
especially	Monday	morning	
in	the	middle	of	data	
analysis	projects.



How many elements overlap, and
how the inclusion-relations occur

are beneficial to understand data files. 

Venn Diagrams 
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venn2 (Cardinalities for overlapping 2 sets)

n.g19 u.g19

646,408
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506
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venn4 (Cardinalities for complex conditions)

A B

C

D
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Compare with the
15 numbers below.

This 10 x 10 table
also helpful.
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cols : extracting columns 
• Easier than AWK and Unix-cut . 
• Can avoid the geo-locale problems unlike Unix-cut.

Øcols –t 2 � moves the 2nd column to rightmost.
Ø cols –h -1 � moves the last column to leftmost.
Øcols –p 5,9..7 � shows 5th,9th,8th,7th columns.
Ø cols –d 6..9 � shows except 6th,.., 9th columns.

-d stands for deleting, -p for printing, 
-h for head, -t for tail.  
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Useful CUI functions, more.

21

NAME FUNCTION DETAIL
xcol Table	looking-up Similar	to	SQL-join, Unix-join,	Excel-vlookup
sampler Probabilistic extraction Can	specify	random seeds,	probability	weight.
keyvalues Key	multiplicity Inspects	many	aspects	of	a	file	of “key	+	value”.
kvcmp Check	the	KV	relation When	2	KV	files	are	given,	check the	sameness.
colgrep Column-wise grep More useful	than	Unix-grep
idmaker ID creation Second	DB normalization
denomfind Finding	common denom.Guessing	the	whole	number from	the	fractions.
shuffler Shuffle	lines Also	an	option	with preserving	the	heading	line.
alluniq Check	the	uniqueness Also print	out	how	many	same	lines.
expskip Logarithmic extraction Useful	for	taking	a	glace at	the	first	stage.
eofcheck Check	the	end	of	file Important	at	the	initial	stage	of data	analysis	task.
dirhier Directory structure	 How	many	files	on	each	depth.
timeput Time	stamp	on	each	lineWhen one	line	comes,	time	added	on	its	head.
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CUI already developed.

As of 2016-08-18.
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How each program created?
1. One meets a routine 

that may need to be combined
from many existing functions.

2. Generalize the routine to be used widely
that can be described within 2 words.

3. Design the user interface with option-switches
which specifies additional parameters etc. 

4. Try not to make too many programs,
or necessary programs cannot be recalled. 
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Although	the	produced	
programs	are	important	for	
exhibition,	how	to	make	
them	is	much	important.



Comparisons
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Comparison with existing software. 

• Excel does not handle more than 1 million lines.
• R takes long time to load big data. 
• Python with pandas also takes long time to load.
• SQL requires burdensome table designing.
• Elaborate Unix/Linux usage is also insufficient.
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Comparison in detail.
Excel R Pandas SQL Hadoop Unix Our soft

Primary	usage Spread
Sheet Statistics Matrix	etc. DB

manipulation Distributed DB File
manipulations

Initial deciphering	
and	Pre-processing

Ease of	use � � � � � � �

Transparency � � � depends depends � �

Forward	
compatibility � � Too new �-� Too new � Too new

Processing	
speed �

Skill	
required � �

� in	
narrow	scope � �

Large	size	data	
handling �

Skill
required � specific � specific �

High	quantity	
file	processing � � -- -- � �

Small	data
handling � � �

Need to	know	
SQL	grammar � � �

Column	
selection

(Alphabe
tically)

Name	&
Number Similar to	R Column	name Column name Column	number

(cut/AWK)
Name/Number

And	also	by	range
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�:	very	good	;	� good	;	�moderate	;	�bad.
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Application Examples
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Ex-1) crosstable
1. About 3 million Twitter remarks are collected.

2. 2 columns of date and time are extracted and by using crosstable, they are counted.
3. Subsequently copied and pasted into Excel, they are also colored by “conditional 

formatting” by Excel.
4. Followings have become clear: differences between morning and afternoon, the 

downtime of data collecting server.

-
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Ex-2) silhouette (integrated histogram)
1. Suppose	you	are	interested	in	the	distribution	

of	the	ratio	of	the	follower	number	and	the	
following	number	of	each	Twitter	account.

2. To	properly	understand	the	ratio	distribution,	
stratifying	according	to	the	number	of	the	
follower	of	each	account	is	also	considered :		
�5000,	� 500	from	the	rest,	� 50	ditto,	and	the	others.

3. The	silhouette command	given	the	data	
provides	the	PDF	file	as	shown	in	right.

4. You	can	read	that	with	48%	possibility,	the	
account	with	�5000	followers	has	followers	
that	are	more	than	2	times	of	the	number	of	
following.
(On	average,	95%	twitter	accounts	does	not.)

0%			25%				50%				75%	 100%

�
The	command	name	
“silhouette”	comes	
from	the	image	when	
various	height	people	
are	aligned	in	the	order	
of	height.	See	the	curve	
connecting	the	heads.	
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The	ratio	of	following	number	
divided	by	followers	number.

This	commands	depends	on	R	installation	to	draw	graph.	

The	cross	grids	are	
carefully	designed	
so	that	one	can	
easily	read	the	
numbers	directly	
from	the	graph.	



Further perspective : 
Stage I
1. Core engine for tabular data hacking tools as CUIs.
2. Sophisticated policy/philosophy 

carefully covering the functions necessary.
3. Simple GUI with Wx and Tk, possibly.
Stage II
4. Parallel computation mechanism.
5. Full-fledged GUI.
6. API, with clouding services on the Internet.
Stage III
6. Ubiquitous “analysis” deployment 

beyond spreadsheet and MapReduce model.
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Features and summaries
üUseful functions for analyses in TSV.

Especially in deciphering and pre-processing.
üHandles a heading line properly if it exists. 
üSwiftness in computation, recalling, understanding.
üWell-designed interface, based on Unix philosophy.
üCan be used on any Perl5 installed machine.

n The software partly appears on GITHUB repository.
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